GENERAL   INFORMATSON
or IQ is disco\ered by dividing his mental age
bv his chronological age and multiplyine by 100
A gifted child can usually be spotted at an early
age Although IQ tests are the standard
method of estimating, intelligence they are not
universally accepted as a criterion a teacher's
general judgment may be the best assessment
High intelligence may be inherited but fail to
develop to the full because facilities for educa
tion are not available Recent research eug
gests that the growth of the brain may be
permanently affected by undernutrition at the
time of its fastest growth <the last weeks before
bxrth and to a lesser extent the first weeks
after birth) At this vulnerable period even
Quite mmor deprivation can effect the rate and
ultimate extent of giowtb of the brain This
has significance not only for the severely under
nourished babies in the poor parts of the world
but for babiea of low birth weight m our own
communities See also Q28
Interest is the payment made for the use of
borrowed money over tune The rate of
interest is the rate per cent per annum charged
for such loans There are many such rates
varying with the plenty or scarcity on borrow
able money with the length of time for which
the loans are made and with the degree of risk
if any that the loans will not be duly repaid
Short term loans are usually cheaper than Ions
term the lowest rate are usually for call
money repayable immediately on demand
These are used principally in short term
financial transactions such as bill discounting
Bank loans though usually made 'or fairly
short terms command higher rates Long
term loans are made chiefly to public authorities
or as bonds or debentures to business concerns
The rates obtained vary with the demand and
the supply of such accommodation
Interferon the name given to a substance dia
covered in 19o7 Toy Drs Isaacs and Lmden
rnann at the National Institute for Medical
Rese jch It is produced by the interaction of
viruses with living cells and has the important
property of inhibiting virus reproduction Its
development may lead to a new approach to
the therapy of viral diseases
International Date line a line along the 180
meridian -marking the difference m time be
tween E and W For the westward bound
traveller crossing the line the date would be put
forward one day for the eastward bound, back
one day To avoid difference of date in, adja
cent land areas the lone deviates from the 180
meridian where this crosses land
Xntroit the psalm sum, by the choir as the priest
approaches the alter to celebrate the Eucharist
Invention of the Cross a Roman Catholic festival
held on May 3 to celebrate the finding of the
alleged True Cross at Calvary by the Empress
St Helena in 326 Also included in the Chnreh
of England calendar See Holy Rood
Iodine a non metal element symbol I member of
the halogen family (q v) a substance formerly
exclusively obtained from the ribbon wrack
seaweeds These were burnt and the ashes
(kelp) extracted with water After concen
trating the iodides these were distilled with
manganese dioxide and sulphuric acid to yield
iodine vapour which was condensed m stone
ware bottles. Nearly all iodine now in use is
derived from the iodine salt present in Chili
saltpetre (sodium nitrate) Iodine is used in
photography as an antiseptic solution in
alcohol or potassium iodide (tincture of iodine)
and in medicine Discovered by Courtoia m
1812
Ionic Order of architecture is one of the five classic
orders its leading characteristics being the
volute of its capital which has on each side
distinctive curved or scrolled ends
Ionosphere, a succession of ionised layers of the
earth s atmosphere lying above the stra tosphere
In this region free electrically charged particles
—electrons and positive ions—occur in sufficient
concentration to affect substantially the propa-
gation of radio waves through the region It
extends upwards from a height of 60 miles to
several hundred miles being most concentrated
at an altitude of 200 miles The behaviour of the
upper atmosphere is strongly influenced by the
sun A. great deal of new information about
INS-ION	i_63
designating objects worn by members o" special
Orders or holders of prominent offices
Instinct —See F38U)
Institut de France was formed in 1715 ind after
various modifications w~s in 1832 organised on
its present basis Its five academies are—the
Academic Francaisp Academic dee Inscriptions
et Belles Lettres Academic des Sciences Acadc
nue deq Beaux Arts Academic deq Sciences
morales et politiques It is restricted to 40
members
Instrument- Musical Musical instruments may
be classified in a number of ways but in general
they fall into one or the three mam classes
btring "Wind and Percussion aceordinj, to how
the sound i« produced Stringed Instruments
are those which produce the sound by the vibra
tion of a string (a) by plucking as m Harp
Lyre Psaltery Zither Lute Guitar Balalaika
Ukelele Harpsichord (b) by friction (bowed)
as m Cnrtli Rebec \iol \iohn Marine
Trumpet Hurdy Gurdy (c) by striking
(hammered) as in Dulcimer Pianoforte Glavi
chord (d) by wind (blown) as in the Aeolian
Harp Wind Instruments are those in which
the air m the instruments is Bet in vibration
(a) by blowing into a tube (flue voiced) as in
Recorder Pandean Pipe Flute O-gan (b) by
means of reeds (reed voiced) as in Oboe
Clarinet Saxophone Bagpipe Cor Anglais
Bassoon Organ reed stops (c) those in which
the sound is produced by the vibration of the
players lips against the mouthpiece (Iio
voiced) as m Bugle Horn Trcmr>et Tuba
Trombone Saxhorn ITlUgelhorn Cornet In a
modern orchestra tliPbe are known as the Brass
instruments of the flute oboe and clarinet
families as the Wooduinds Then there are the
Percussion Instrirnents which include the
Drums Cymbals Tambourines Castenets
Insulator a substance that will not conduct elec
trie current Many solids hauids and gases
are important insulators—rubber cotton silk
plastics porcelain glass air oil If the applied
voltage is too high all insulators will break
down is. conduct eleetncitj perhaps with
resulting breakage puncture or charring
Thermal insulators will not conduct heat they
arc usually the same kinds of substance as
electrical insulators
Insulin is a hormone which controls the supply of
sugar from the blood to muscles The break
down of sugar provides energy In diabete&
there is a lack of Insulin causing a bufld up of
blood sugar which can be released by the m
jection of inimlin it is secreted by the islet
tissue of the pancreas from which it was isolated
in 1922 by Bantine and Best Dr T? Sander of
Cambridge won the 1958 Nobel Prize inChemis
try for isolating and idertuyinr its ammo acid
components Prof Dorothy Hodekin and her
team at the Dept of Molecular Biophysics at
Oxford have recently succeeded in determining
the structure of insulin a task which would not
have been possible without the electronic
computer The discovery may lead to a better
use of insulin
Intaglio engraving or carving1 on a sunken
ground a method freauently adopted to the
ornamentation of stones and nogs.
Intelligence Intelligence has been variously de
fined as the innate potential of a person to learn
and understand to make appropriate judg
ments to see the relationships between things
to profit from experience or to meet adequately
new problems and conditions m life There are
many lanes of evidence to show that intellectual
capacity is closelv related to heredity and
influenced by environmental factors The idea
of intelligence testing- was first devised by the
JPrench psychologist Bmet at the beginning of
this century He was asked by the French
government to invent a test which "would weed
out backward children in state schools and thus
save public money and avoid holding back the
•work of the class by teaching children who were
Incapable of learning at a given standard
Briefly a series of problems are given to a large
number of children and It is thus found out
which series can be solved by the average child
of a given age group if a child of 7 can only pass
the tests suitable to the average child of 6 then
his mental age Is 6 The intelligence quotient
B SOthEd)

